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Agenda
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• FEMA Mitigation 
Assessment Team 
(MAT) Program 

• 2017 Hurricane MAT -
TX, USVI, PR, FL
– General Observations
– Lessons Learned/ Key 

Recommendations
– Building Science SME 

Support
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Mitigation Assessment Team (MAT)
• The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Mitigation 

Assessment Team (MAT) Program is managed by the Building 
Science Branch at FEMA Headquarters. 

• Following a natural disaster, the team conducts field assessments 
and makes technical observations on the performance of buildings 
subjected to the effects of the natural hazard event. 
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What does the MAT do?
• Observes building performance under severe hazard events.

• Determines causes of building damage, failure and success.

• Evaluates performance of mitigation projects.

• Provides design and construction strategic recommendations 
for reducing damage and protecting lives in hazard areas.

• Draws on combined resources of federal, state, local, 
academia, and private sectors.

• Supports building science/                                             
building code elements of                                                        
NDRF.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NDRF: National Disaster Recovery Framework
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The MAT’s observations are used to recommend changes to building 
codes and standards groups, prepare recovery advisories, gather 
information to improve guidance and influence construction 
practices during repair, support the integration of hazard mitigation 
measures into the repair process, provide technical assistance 
related to codes and standards, and contribute to research efforts.

Mitigation Assessment Team (MAT)



2017 Hurricanes
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FEMA Mitigation Assessment Teams
• Harvey – TX
• Irma – USVI, PR, & FL
• Maria – USVI & PR

Source: www.rms.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2017 hurricanes shown at or near their respective landfalls
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• Landfall as a Category 4 hurricane
• Winds of 130 mph near Rockport 

and Fulton, TX 
• System remained over Texas for                                                                

several days, resulting in constant                                                                             
rain from Houston to western LA 

Hurricane Harvey – Texas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Estimated wind speeds and associated pressures were close to design for newer construction 50”+ in some areasOpportunity to visit Post Allison dry floodproofing projects in Downtown Houston and Texas Medical Center, along with other privately funded throughout the City Compare new versus old construction – wind (Rockport, Port Aransas) and flood (Houston)
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General Observations – TX MAT (Wind)

• Extensive water 
damage primarily 
due to 
inadequately 
secured roof top 
equipment

• Similar damage 
to school in 
Fulton, TX 
Recovery 
Advisory 2 
Attachment of 
Rooftop 
Equipment in 
High-Wind 
Regions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rockport-Fulton Middle School where all or most of the roof damage was caused by HVAC units that blew off their curbs. The displaced equipment punctured or tore the mechanically attached single-ply membrane, which was over insulation over steel deck. Because it was not adhered, once the membrane was punctured or torn by windborne debris, water was able to readily enter the roof system. With no secondary membrane over the steel deck, water easily leaked into the interior of the building at equipment curb openings and at membrane punctures and tears.TX Recovery Advisory 2, Attachment of Rooftop Equipment in High-Wind Regions, shows a support detail that provides lateral and uplift resistance for gas pipes, condensate drain lines, and conduits.
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• Elevation matters -
damage to non-
conforming buildings 
was noticeably 
greater than damage 
to NFIP-compliant 
buildings

General Observations – TX MAT (Flood)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Houston (Meyerland Area), AE Zone, New/Under Construction adjacent to existing Pre FIRM (1959). New Construction - Primary damage was to NON flood resistant material in garage.1959 Construction - Home to the left experienced about 3’ of flooding. Picture on bottom left courtesy of FEMA OFIA.



General Observations – TX MAT (Floodproofing)
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• Dry Floodproofing System Failures
– Overtopping Failure of Opening                                         

Protection
– Structural Failure of Flood Barrier
– Failure to Identify and Protect 

Lowest Point of Entry
– Failure to Maintain Structural 

Integrity of the Flood Barrier
– Seepage Issues
– Sanitary Sewer or Stormwater 

System Flows
• Flood Vulnerability Assessments
• Planning and Pre-Design 

Considerations
• Design Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
18 DFP case studies in TX MAT ReportDry Floodproofing Planning and Design Considerations: TX RA1



General Observations – TX MAT (Floodproofing)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deployed passive floodgate at the top of the loading dock ramp as water from the parking garage filled the loading dock from the left; orange tiger dams are shown floating in the floodwater. The passive floodgate was tied into a concrete wall on each side of the loading dock, forming a flood barrier along the north side of the office building complex. In anticipation of flooding associated with Hurricane Harvey, tiger dams were installed along the eastern portion of the parking garage.The flood damage to this office building should be considered a near miss. The passive gate performed as designed, but water entered the dry floodproofed area from the electrical manhole through a duct bank/conduit to the utility switchgear. If on-site maintenance personnel were not present to observe the inflow of water from beneath the utility switchgear, identify the source of this water, and mitigate the source of water, this water flow could have overwhelmed the sump pump and flooded the basementThe passive floodgate was not designed to protect against a DFE flood level, and there was no flood vulnerability assessment for the building that identified possible sources of water infiltration. The gate was installed to protect against stormwater sheet flow flooding and was not designed for an event as severe as Hurricane Harvey. The passive gate performed as designed and was not overtopped



General Observations – TX MAT (Floodproofing)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2016 Construction, active flood insurance policy



Lessons Learned: Hurricane Harvey MAT in Texas
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• Roof-mounted equipment lacked adequate 
attachments.

• Widespread flood damage was observed within 
and outside the regulatory floodplain.

• Damage to non-conforming buildings was 
noticeably greater than damage to NFIP-compliant 
buildings.

• Dry floodproofing measures failed under less than 
design flood conditions.

• Dry floodproofed buildings sustained damage and 
experienced significant loss of function while 
repairs were completed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to TX RA2, MAT likely to recommend that securing roof mounted equipment be addressed in eligible Public Assistance Hazard Mitigation Proposals



Hurricane Irma – Florida
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• Landfall 1: Cudjoe Key Sep 10 at 9AM EDT (130 mph-Cat 4)
• Landfall 2: Marco Island Sep 10 at 3:30PM EDT (115 mph-Cat 3)



General Observations – FL MAT 
(Building Envelope)
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• Roof Covering
• Opening Protective Systems
• Wall Covering
• Soffits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Little Torch Key: 110 mph. ASCE 7-10 Cat. 2 = 180 mph



General Observations – FL MAT (Roof Covering)
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Asphalt shingle loss was fairly widespread – in some 
cases, installation was faulty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sugarloaf Key: 113 mph; ASCE 7-10 Cat. 2 = 180 mphSugarloaf Key residence that lost shingles near the ridge; red oval shows area of inset where remaining shingle-to-roof-deck nails can be seen inside yellow circlesRecommended asphalt shingle nail locations for high wind regions. Note how each nail also secures the shingle underneath



General Observations – FL MAT (Soffits)
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• Soffit damage 
widespread

• Vinyl and 
metal soffits 
damaged

• Fascia cover 
loss common 
with damaged 
soffit 

• Soffit edges exposed 
to more wind

• FL Recovery Advisory 
2, Soffit Installation in 
Florida

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most common envelope damage observed by MATUpper Pic - Vinyl soffit damage on Sugarloaf KeyEstimated 3-second gust = 110 mph; ASCE 7-10 Cat. 2 = 180 mph Bottom Pic – Metal soffit damage on Ramrod KeyLess common soffit cover, but similar vulnerabilities w/ limited spans in high wind regionsEstimated 3-second gust = 110 mph; ASCE 7-10 Cat. 2 = 180 mph 



General Observations – FL MAT (Wall Covering)
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Wall Covering: Vinyl siding damage on 2017 construction –
faulty installation factored into some failures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marathon Key duplex where vinyl siding above the front porch did not comply with the manufacturer’s installation instructions. The red circle on the right side image indicates the location of the magnified inset view. The left red circle on the inset shows a nail only covering part of the nail hem, and the right red circle on the inset shows a nail that appears to lack sufficient embedment. The red oval on the right side image indicates an where J-channel was installed in place of manufacturer’s starter strip. [EWS = 120 mph; EDWS = 180 mph]
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General Observations – FL MAT (Opening Protection)
• Damage less 

common

• All sites visited are 
within ASCE 7 WBDR

• Both examples from 
Little Torch Key

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Right side: 470 La Fitte Rd, where 2x10x12 rafter went through impact door glass). 1985 build, but owner said windows and doors were installed 3 years ago. House that broke apart (461 La Fitte), and provided debris to 470 La Fitte, was built in 1986.Lower left: Impact resistant laminate is not visible without penetration of inner pane, so product could either be impact resistant glazing or double glazed window



General Observations – FL MAT (Breakaway Wall)
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• Visited on pre-MAT
• Siding (wind) damage (preceded flood)
• Water depth 9 in (front) to 24 in (rear) above top of slab

Effective Zone, BFE: AE 11 ft
NGVD
Est. Depth of Water during 
Irma: ~ 1 ft above grade

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Performance of breakaway walls below elevated buildings varied. Some walls broke away cleanly without damaging the main structure (see Figure 3-7//NOT SHOWN), while others did not. Of those that did not break away cleanly, some appeared to cause no damage to the structure (see Figure 3-8///ABOVE), while others appeared to cause damage to the columns to which they were attached (see Figure 3-9///NEXT SLIDE).Design and Construction Guidance for Breakaway Walls is provided in FEMA TB 9 IRC Section R322.3.5 provides for break away walls in coastal high hazard areas.



Lessons Learned – Irma MAT (FL)
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• The MAT observed evidence of inadequate 
resistance to wind loads for roof coverings, soffits, 
and certain wall coverings of residential buildings

• In some cases improper materials and installation 
contributed to building envelope damages; 
increased inspections may be needed

• Damage to non-conforming buildings was 
noticeably greater than damage to NFIP-compliant 
buildings

• This team also focused on dry floodproofing and 
had similar lessons learned to the TX Harvey MAT 



Building Science SME Support – Irma MAT (FL)
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Quick Reference Guide - Comparison of Select NFIP and 2018 
I-Code Requirements for Special Flood Hazard Areas



Hurricanes Irma & Maria – Puerto Rico
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• Performance of post-
Georges Construction 
and Mitigation Projects

• New Secure Housing 
Program, Storm 
Shutters, Generators

• Alternative Energy 
Systems including Solar 
Rooftop solar systems 
and solar farms

• Wind and Flood Impacts to Residential Buildings and Critical Facilities
• Topographic Effects, Erosion, Landslides, Storm Surge, Riverine
• Implementation of Georges MAT Recommendations
• Adoption of I-Codes, Corrosive Protection, Flood Risk Education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In response to a request for technical support from FEMA Joint Field Office in St. Croix, FEMA’s Building Science Branch deployed a MAT composed of national and regional experts to affected areas in St. Thomas, St. John, and St. Croix, in October and November, 2017. The MAT was charged with evaluating damage from Hurricanes Irma and Maria, especially for buildings constructed or reconstructed after Hurricane Marilyn (1995), to identify both successful and unsuccessful mitigation techniques. This work involved: assessing the performance of residential, nonresidential, and critical facilities affected by the stormsevaluating the performance of photovoltaic (PV) facilitiesinvestigating the effects of wind speed-up due to the islands’ topography on building performancemeeting with residents and local officials to better understand what transpired during and after the storms. 



General Observations: Puerto Rico MAT
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Shortcomings Observed
• Informal construction 

– Lack of continuous load path
– Unpermitted
– Not designed IAW Building Code

• Water intrusion through roofs and openings
• Rooftop equipment attachment
• Ground-mounted PV performance variable
• Siting

– Landslide
– Erosion
– SFHA
– Topographic Wind Speed-Up

• Corrosion Failures
– Connections and Structural Members

• Tile Roof Attachment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top: Solar Farm in Humacao, Puerto Rico. (Eastern municipality, near Maria’s landfall)Renewable energy is prevalent and critical in Puerto RicoThe PR MAT observed poor performance from many ground-mounted solar installationsThe PR MAT includes recommendations on best practices and updated standards for ground-mounted solar installationsMiddle: At risk home in Ciales, Puerto Rico. (Center of island, mountainous area)Siting risks were prevalent in Puerto Rico- landslides, other geotechnical, topographic wind speed-upPR MAT includes recommendations on including site reviews in permit applications and providing additional site vulnerability guidance and standardsBottom: Structures at risk to erosion, surge and wave action in Rincon, Puerto Rico (Western municipality)Siting risks for coastal impacts including erosion, surge and waves were observed by the PR MAT.PR ABFEs, which have been adopted as the regulatory design reference in Puerto Rico now include the LiWMA to help delineate the Coastal A Zone.2018 PRBC includes reference to ASCE 24-14, which has specific provisions for freeboard and Coastal A Design.



General Observations: Puerto Rico MAT
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Successes Observed
– Mitigation successes from FEMA-

sponsored, locally supported mitigation 
programs:

• New Secure Housing Program
• Wind Retrofits (e.g., fire station 

shutters)
– Rooftop solar water heaters
– Flood damage resistant materials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top Right: Openings protection of a Fire Station in Puerto Rico. An HMA project in the early 2000s installed removable storm shutters for over 40 fire stations in Puerto Rico. The shutters performed well if properly maintained and installedBottom Left: New Secure Housing Program (NSHP) home in Vega Alta in Puerto Rico.FEMA worked with PR to build over 1600 NSHP homes across 16 municipalities were constructed after Hurricane GeorgesHomes were based on the 1997 Uniform Building Code (UBC)NSHP homes performed well during Irma and MariaBottom Right: Solar Hot Water Heater on residential Puerto Rico rooftopRooftop-mounted Solar Installations including Solar Panels and Solar Hot Water Heaters primarily performed well during Irma and MariaSolar Hot Water Systems are required in new 1 & 2 story home construction in Puerto Rico in accordance with 2011 & 2018 PRBCASCE 7-16 includes standards for wind loads on Solar Panels and is referenced in the 2018 PRBCThe PR MAT recommends updated guidance in ASCE 7-22 to address Solar Hot Water Heaters and Ground-Mounted Solar Installations
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New Secure Housing Program
• Program following Hurricane Georges in 1998
• Built to 1997 UBC
• Replaced vulnerable buildings with building-

code-compliant concrete houses
• Successes and opportunities



• Direct hit from Maria
– High winds, storm 

surge, large waves
– Some buildings saw 7-9 

feet (2.1-2.7 meters) of 
surge

– 2005 & 2009 FIRMs 
show AE and V Zones

– Advisory Mapping adds 
Coastal A Zones

• Apartment building 
elevated on fill to 2009 BFE 
did not flood (but many at 
grade did)

• Elevated wood-framed 
building destroyed
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PR MAT Location: Punta Baja, Humacao



• Elevated wood-framed house that was destroyed and that 
survived 

• The elevated concrete house performed well
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PR MAT Location: Punta Baja, Humacao



• Did not flood in 2017 hurricanes
• Underground parking structure
• Roof and glazing damage allowed water intrusion 

requiring the building to be closed
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PR MAT Location: Toa Baja Municipal Building



• New building in 
1996 to reduce 
flood risk
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• Still in SFHA but 
elevated on fill

PR MAT Location: Toa Baja Municipal Building
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• Shutters on east 
windows only

• Glazing failures led to 
water intrusion

PR MAT Location: Vega Alta Municipal Building



• Large ground-mounted PV array
• Topography & construction may have contributed to 

performance differences between phases 1 and 2…

32

Phase 1

Phase 2

PR MAT Location: Reden Solar Array, Humacao
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• Deformed hat clip still bolted to its supporting lateral rail
• PV panel was lifted out of position when hat clip was 

bent upward by wind uplift pressures
• Deformed steel lateral rails
• C-shaped lateral rail connections were unable to 

maintain connection to the steel beams in high winds.

PR MAT Location: Reden Solar Array, Humacao



Key Recommendations: Puerto Rico MAT
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• Adopt the latest building code from ICC and update 
regularly.

• Publish prescriptive residential designs.
• Require construction documents to list critical 

parameters and load path connections.
• Perform vulnerability assessments for public 

buildings and critical facilities.
• Require design professionals and contractors to be 

licensed and registered.
• Develop hazard-resistant design guidance for 

alternative energy systems.
• Improve/construct life-safety hurricane shelter 

facilities (P-361/ICC 500).



Building Science SME Support – Puerto Rico MAT
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• Support for Building Code update to 
2018 I-Codes

– Includes strengthening amendments 
based on PR MAT Recommendations

• Prescriptive Residential Designs
– In collaboration with PR College of 

Architects and College of Engineers

• Best Available Refuge Area for 
Hurricane Shelters Job Aid

– Assist PRDOH “Vivienda” with selection 
protocols

• Cost & Constructability Analysis for 
2018 PRBC Update

– from 2009 to 2018 IRC

• Guidelines for Wind Vulnerabilities 
Assessments for Critical Facilities

• Multi-Hazard Design Trainings

• Topographic Wind Speed-
Up Microzoning 
incorporated into 2018 
PRBC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2018 PRBC will be adopted on Nov. 15, 2018.Strengthening amendments include: Topographic Wind Speed-Up Microzoning is the design wind speed referenceCorrosion protection requirement for entire Territory. (2) Proposals requiring SFHA documentation in replicable building code review as outlined in Appendix N.Requirement for ICC-500, P-316 storm shelters in critical facilitiesRequirement for ICC-500, P-361 storm shelters for Group E Occupancies. (includes educational facilities)Prescriptive Residential Designs:Based on 2018 IRC and local amendmentsWorking with College of Engineers and College of Architects (these are PR associations) to developEmphasis on multi hazard-resistant design and details on continuous load pathBest Available Refuge Areas for Hurricane Shelters Job AidAssist Vivienda (Dept. of Housing) with an updated approach to their existing shelter designation programRefuge areas are an interim step, before an ICC-500, P-361 compliant storm shelter is availableScheduled for completion in June 2019Cost & Constructability Analysis for Residential StructuresCompared 2011 PRBC (based on 2009 I-Codes) to 2018 I-CodesFocused on Residential construction = IRCScheduled for completion in Nov 2018



Hurricanes Irma & Maria – USVI
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Focus: 
• Assess performance of 

residential, nonresidential, 
and critical facilities

• Performance of structures 
after Hurricane Marilyn (1995)

• Photovoltaic (PV) facilities
• Topographic Effects on 

Building Performance
• Building Codes

FEMA’s Building Science Branch deployed a MAT composed of National and 
Regional experts to affected areas in the USVI starting in October and 
November, 2017. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In response to a request for technical support from FEMA Joint Field Office in St. Croix, FEMA’s Building Science Branch deployed a MAT composed of national and regional experts to affected areas in St. Thomas, St. John, and St. Croix, in October and November, 2017. The MAT was charged with evaluating damage from Hurricanes Irma and Maria, especially for buildings constructed or reconstructed after Hurricane Marilyn (1995), to identify both successful and unsuccessful mitigation techniques. This work involved: assessing the performance of residential, nonresidential, and critical facilities affected by the stormsevaluating the performance of photovoltaic (PV) facilitiesinvestigating the effects of wind speed-up due to the islands’ topography on building performancemeeting with residents and local officials to better understand what transpired during and after the storms. 



General Observations: USVI MAT
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• Mitigation Successes from FEMA-
sponsored and locally supported wind-
mitigation programs including:
– Home Protection Roofing Program 
– Construction Information for a 

Stronger Home (Stronger Homes 
Guide)

• Permitting and code enforcement is as 
important as the code itself

• Use of flood-resistant materials allowed 
some homes/buildings to rapidly recover
– From flooding
– From wind-driven rain and water 

intrusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top & Bottom: Examples of Home Protection Roofing Program (HPRP) HomesPrescriptive roof designs were developed by HMA following Hurricane Marilyn in 1995Approximately 350 homes received funding to retrofit roofs based on HPRPHPRP homes performed well during Irma and Maria.



Key Recommendations: USVI MAT
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• Adopt the latest building 
code from ICC

• Improve permitting and 
code enforcement programs

• Vulnerability Assessments 
for Public Buildings and 
Critical Facilities

• Hazard-resistant design 
guidance needed for 
alternative energy systems 

• Improve/construct life-safety 
hurricane shelter facilities 
(P-361/ICC 500)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adopt the latest building code from ICC, this is not a static processMost of our recommendations are tied to adopting requirements that are found in the new codes and standards2018 codesIdentify and establish necessary local amendments related to constructabilityCODE ADOPTION IS NOT A ONE AND DONEHazard mapping needed to support planning and permittingCoastal A zones and update flood mappingLandslide and slope stability mappingStudy topographic effects for specific wind design guidancePermitting and code enforcement programs need additional staffingPromote prescriptive designs/details for concrete, masonry, wood homesUse flood- and corrosion-resistant materials in reconstruction Ensure seismic resistance is incorporated where possible Vulnerability Assessments needed for Public Buildings and Critical FacilitiesHazard-resistant design guidance needed for alternative energy systems Improve/construct life-safety hurricane shelter facilities (P-361/ICC 500)Training and outreach needed to promote mitigation during reconstruction



Building Science SME Support –
USVI MAT
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• Construction Information for a 
Stronger Home, 4th Edition

• Ongoing SME support for JFO, DPNR, 
other requests and support

• Support for Building Code update to 
2018 I-Codes

• Develop prescriptive design details in 
support residential design plan sets as 
permitted by the USVI Building Code

• Provide Building Science training 
activities for designers, contractors, 
and local officials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stronger Homes:Updated based on 2018 I-Codes



2017 Hurricane MAT Themes
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• Building codes work! AND hazard mitigation too!

• Codes and standards are the minimum requirement – performance 
reflects that 

• A thorough vulnerability assessment is critical

• Redundancy, freeboard, additional level of protection is key

• Code officials expressed a need to reduce workload post-disaster

• Ensure seismic resistance is incorporated into all “new construction” 

• Education of microzoning/topography and landslides into building 
code and guidance

• Performance of ‘homemade’ versus ‘tested’ (ASTM, ANSI, etc.) 
products 

• Overestimating resources/implementation capacity

• Continued need to spread awareness of best practices



2017 Hurricane Building Science Branch Products
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• Completed (or soon to be completed)
– Sixteen Recovery Advisories across the four MAT
– USVI Prescriptive Guide - Construction Information 

for a Stronger Home, 4th Edition
– Four MAT Reports
– Building Code Adoption Technical Assistance 

• Puerto Rico
– Fact Sheets 2009 versus 2018 IBC/IRC
– Cost & Constructability Analysis for 2018 PRBC Update
– Topographic Wind Speed-Up Microzoning Maps

– FEMA Flood Quick Reference Guide
– Community Education and Outreach Flyers for 

select Building Science Branch Publications



2017 Hurricane Building Science 
Branch Products
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• Ongoing
– PR Prescriptive Residential Designs Guide
– Best Available Refuge Area Guidance
– Wind Vulnerability Assessment Publication 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Logos: College of Engineers (Association assisting with Prescriptive Designs), Vivienda (Dept. of Housing), Planning Board (Floodplain Management, Building Code)Collaborative Efforts.Prescriptive Residential Design Guide Expected in March 2019Center: Current Vivienda Sheltering Program Assessment FormUpdated Job Aid expected June 2019Right: Previous 90% Draft of Guidelines for Wind Vulnerabilities Assessment for Critical FacilitiesUpdated Publication Expected April 2019



…and the research continues in 2019
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• Hurricane Florence (NC Pre MAT)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Elevated residence WASHINGTON, North Carolina under FMA-PJ-04-NC-2013-012Unelevated house on bottom right had about 4” of water, home owner removing flooring, etc. 
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…and the research continues in 2019
• Hurricane Michael

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASCE 7-16  700-year Risk Category II – at or above design wind speeds (exceeded by up to 20 mph)Thanks to NIST and ARA for preparing the preliminary mapsCivil Air Patrol PictureCallaway Park Way Panama City, FL 32404Left 2005, right 1990s (note difference in roof performance on each side of line based on age on construction - Civil Air Patrol picture)
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2015

≈2000

≈2000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
106 27th Street Mexico BeachElevation matters, early 2000 compared to 2015…2015 was built higher…technically this is all X Zone
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Risk Management Directorate, Building Science Branch
www.fema.gov/building-science/

FEMA-BuildingScienceHelp@fema.dhs.gov
(866) 927-2104 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage you to visit our website, download our catalog, and/or contact us. We had a booth this week (but tear down was Wednesday afternoon)

http://www.fema.gov/building-science/
mailto:FEMA-BuildingScienceHelp@dhs.gov
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